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I. Introduction 

Under the British, India was ruled basically by two types of rulers: (a) the British administered provinces of 

India known as British India and (b) ‘princely India’ or those state governed by princes, maharajas, rajas, and 

nawabs. Among them, Hyderabad was the largest one which was under the Nizam prince and Telangana is one 

out of three linguistic regions -Telugu, Marathwada and Kannada - of Hyderabad. The Telangana revolt began 

in the middle of 1946 and lasted for five years. It was an armed resistance of women and men to the feudal 

oppression or against the princely state in Telangana. It was a struggle against the autocratic rule of Nizam and 

the Zamindari system.1 There were three types of land holding systems (the land controlled by Nizam and his 

family from where revenues collected were used for their personal expenses) and Jagirs (the land which has 

given to Jagirdars) and diwani or government land. Jagirdars were those who were loyal to the Nizam enjoying 

their own police, revenue, civil and criminal systems. They had received Jagirs and became revenue officers or 

generals in the army. They also had right over forest, fisheries and exercised police and judicial functions. 

Having all the power they compelled.   

The people’s conditions of Jagir areas were more oppressed than in the sarf-e-khas2 lands; the jagirdars3 and 

their agents were free to collect a variety of illegal taxes from the actual cultivators. Jagir lands were even above 

the jurisdiction of civil courts. There was also the Vetti system. Every peasant was compelled to contribute 

Vetti4 to the Zamindar. Only after completing operations on the landlord’s fields. peasants and labourers could 

work for themselves.  

Women were more suppressed under this rule. Women were not allowed to feed their babies while working in 

the landlord’s field. Women were repressed not only in the field of free work or Vetti, but also sexually harassed 

and exploited. There were many examples of such suppression: if the landlord fancied a woman, she was taken 

as a consort. Sleeping with the landlord on the first night was a compulsion to newly married women. It was the 

landlord’s prerogative. So peasant women along with men came into the Andra Maha Sabha (AMS) and started 

an armed struggle against the oppressive feudal system and the fundamentalist militia of the Nizam- the 

Razkars. 

In 1928, people established Andhra Maha Sabha converting it from the Andhra Jana Sangam, which was 

established n 1921 with the objectives of social and cultural uplift of the Telugu people. It changed not only the 

name but also the objectives from socio, cultural to political activity. Earlier, it was common organization to all 

- The RSS, Congress and even to the nonpolitical - who wanted change in society. In 1930, the Andhra Mahila 

Sabha and, in 1937, the Mahila Nav Jivan Mandal had formed in co-ordination with AMS. These organizations 

are credited to bring women into the movement. During 1940-42, some important leaders of the AMS went 

tinder the communist leadership and assumed AMS into the character of a mass organization. AMS went into an 

armed struggle with decision made in November 1946. The struggle was extended from grass root level 

resistance to resist against the regime. The movement was also considered in which the Mao’s thought was first 

put into practice out of China. The first struggle took place to support Ailamma, a woman who was threatened 

by landlord’s goondas.5 They took up arms e.g. lathis, slings and stones for volunteers and pounding sticks and 

chilly powder for the women as well. Later, volunteer squads were not only formed but also trained in using 

these kinds of weapons. They started to make local weapons professionally. They even used modern weapons. 

Several struggles took place between squads and Nizam’s supporters.  They seized arms raiding police stations 

                                                           
1  The feudal system supported by the British where land was held by the landlords with enormous powers to   

    collect revenue and taxes. This land tenure system led to the acute impoverishment of the peasantry.  
2   Nizam’s own estate or state owned lands. 
3   Jagir land that is gifted for the service rendered to the ruler. Jagirdas is the owner of Jagir. 
4   Free, forced and exactions whose a privilege of landlords and officials.  

5  Thugs or muscle men often hired by landlords to attack the peasantry. 
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and landlord’s houses. But women did not leave their strategy to use local means to defend themselves against 

the police. Women used to attack the police with pots full of chilly powder. 

Ruler’s oppression was not a single cause of women’s participation in the revolt. Women-oriented programmes 

of Sanghams were other reasons; when such women’s issues like wife-beating, early marriage of child age come 

up, the Shangam immediately called the people concerned, held debates and resolved the matters. Misbehavior 

to the women was started to be severely punished. These rules were practiced even in their organization which 

attracted women to join the Sangam. For instance, Shankar, a member of organization was accused of raping 

and mismanaging the party funds, and faced the firing squad. According to them, these punishments were 

declared by the people themselves as the correct line of action. 

Large number of peasants spontaneously participated in the struggle directed against the government, landlords 

and their agents. The insurgents had neither firearms nor training but were required to use them. A few 

volunteers’ corps had come into existence, which were not so much well organized guerrilla squads, but ad hoc 

formation in response to the situation. Initially the revolt was spasmodic and later it became regular and usual 

between the people and state security forces when the rebellion received support from all, especially the women. 

By such enthusiastic participation both men and women, they were able to carry some social transformations in 

the society. They ousted several police stations from the village, Vetti was abolished and thousands of acres of 

land distributed, debts to be paid were dismissed. The struggle could not reach in the aim of the organizer; when 

the Indian union armies were deployed against the Nizam, the movement also started to face lots of troubles. 

After the Nizam surrender in September 1948 to the Indian Army, the communists and the movement became 

the target of the Indian Union Army. Then, the party and its cadre were compelled to leave the villages. Party 

tried to organize the tribal people for fighting against the local governmental institution e.g. forest officials and 

moneylenders who subjected them to exploitation. However, it was not an alternative to continue emergency. 

The politburo of the party, finally, took the decision on 21 October 1951 to call off the struggle citing the 

increased repression by the Indian union army. 

The historical importance of Telangana movement, where women played very important role, lies in the radical 

legacy that the democratic resolution of the agrarian question is possible only through the people’s mobilization 

and participation. The post-independent Indian state could not but take cognizance of people’s aspiration for 

agrarian change articulated through militant agrarian struggles. The agrarian reforms through tenancy and land 

legislations were meant as the responses of the state to the radical agrarian struggles. 

 

II. Establishment of Village Government and Distribution of Land 

After taking hold of the villages from the yoke of the Nizam’s government and the Razakars, the Communists 

began to implement their programme. The lands of the Jagirdars were distributed among the landless peasants 

and the debts contracted by the peasants from the village moneylenders were annulled. In a word the 

Communists succeeded in establishing their rule in 4,000 villagers which were called as liberated villages or 

vimukta gramalu. 

 

III. The Police Action 

The State of Hyderabad was liberated from the rule of the Nizam by the ‘police action’ of the Government of 

India in September 1948. As a result of this action Maj. Gen. J.N. Chawdhari was appointed as the Military 

Governor. Kasim Razvi, the Razakar leader was arrested and law and order was re-established in Hyderabad 

city and other urban areas of the State. After the ‘police action’ many of the Communist leaders went 

underground to intensify the movement to establish Communist rule by force. So the Government of India 

deployed aimed forces to contain the spread of communism. The Communist struggle in Telangana continued 

till September 1951. After realizing the futility of establishing Communist rule by force, the party gave up the 

armed struggle and agreed to participate in the democratic process of the country. The ban on the Communist 

Party was lifted and they were allowed to participate in political activities through constitutional methods. Ravi 

Narayana Reddy who was arrested in September 1951 was released on 5 December 1951 to participate in the 

first General Elections under the new Constitution of India. 

By the end of 1940's women's participation in the urban and the rural areas was legitimized by the spaces 

created for them or the opportunities they created for themselves. Two divergent and seemingly parallel trends 

emerged, a legitimate public space for participation for the urban middle class educated women, a process that 

was supportive and facilitated by society. And its opposite if one could call it a space in which women held a 

central position but yet could not publicly articulate grievances since they were and are often considered 

illegitimate.  

Given the feudal nature of society in which women irrespective of religion or caste were in Purdah or had little 

opportunity for knowledge of the outside world. It is truly significant that in the first half of 20th century that 

woman of Telangana region gradually and yet progressively expanded their sphere of activities and political 

participation, moving from welfare and recreational activity to active involvement in a radical armed struggle at 

the other end of the spectrum.  
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It is also important to note that the nature of women's participation changed at this juncture. During this period 

the participants were primarily poor agricultural labourers.  It is pertinent here to take a brief look at the feudal 

nature of agrarian social relations in Telangana region. The basic feature that dominated the socio-economic life 

of the people of Hyderabad and especially in Telangana was the unbridled feudal exploitation that persisted till, 

the beginning of the Telangana armed peasant struggle.  

The Communist Party was banned in November 1946 and after that most of the organizers in Hyderabad city 

went across the border to Vijayawada. The defence squads were at a great disadvantage because except for a 

few 'country guns' (home made muskets) they were only armed with lathis and slings as against the force of the 

modern arms of the police and the army. By December 1946 a lull fell over Telangana as peasant resistance 

declined in the face of this repression.  

Women played an important role in the Telangana struggle. They participated actively in the land movement, in 

agricultural labour wage struggles, in seizure of lands and grain. They were with their husbands and brothers 

fighting the Razakars and Nizam police. They had joined the militant political squads and underwent all the 

difficulties and joys of the life in the forests and hills and in the fields, in rain and in sun. They acted as couriers, 

as political agitators, and in new centres as organizers of people's movement and mass organizations.  

They were the worst victims of the brutal tortures and atrocities committed by the Razakars and Nizam's and 

later Indian police and military. They had to face molestation and rape, apart from beatings on a large scale. 

They had to see their babies and children tortured and killed before their very eyes. They had to see their 

beloved husbands or brothers hunted and arrested and killed. They had to suffer all this, remaining in their own 

houses and villages, looking after what was left behind, the very young and the very old when their men folk 

had to fight to escape the fury of the army and police attacks, or had gone to join the fighters and the guerrillas 

in far-off secret places.  

The story of their heroic and stubborn resistance in defence of their personal dignity, against molestation, 

torture, and rape, is an inspiring one. Their awakening to new social equality, to a new moral and cultural life, 

their stubborn fighting quality, gives us a glimpse of that tremendous revolutionary spirit and energy that is 

smouldering in womenfolk.
 

It was Chakali Ailamma in Palakurthy village, Jangoan taluk who was the first in bitter fight to retain her land 

and crop from being seized by the Deshmukh. She inspired her whole family of sons and daughters to be with 

the Party through thick and thin. Her house had been the centre of Andhra Mahasabha and Communist party ac-

tivities against the landlords. She fought not only for her personal case -this only symbolized and signaled the 

beginning of the mighty struggle of the Telangana peasant.  

In Miryalagudem taluk, in Mukundapuram village, the Sahukar had got Kummari Mattaya tortured to death 

because he refused to give up the land he had recovered from this Sahukar. His wife took up the challenge. She 

stuck to the land and refused to surrender. She was brutally raped by the police but still she refused. She roused 

the people to support her and succeeded in retaining, the land.  

In Vadapalli centre, a Lambadi peasant 6 was killed because he too refused to surrender the recovered land to the 

landlord. But his wife took his place and succeeded in cultivating that piece of land in spite of the police terror. 

In Kondrapolu village, another lambadi peasant cultivating a two acre wet land plot, that too, a recovered piece 

was done to death by landlord Dattudu. Here again his wife came forward and succeeded in defending her right 

on land.  

In Subaramigudem, Golla Muttayya was killed for not surrendering the piece of land he was cultivating, but his 

wife stepped in and continued the cultivation and did not allow the enemy to seize the land. In Moddulukunta, a 

lambadi took possession of a piece of land from landlord Ramakrishnanna who tried to seize it with the help of 

the police. The lambadi was beaten to pulp and forced to leave his house and farm. But his wife refused and 

persisted. She cultivated it and succeeded in carrying the harvest to her home. 

Veeraram, a lambadi peasant and his wife resisted their land being sized by the landlord's men and the police. 

The police trampled on the women who were pregnant and she died. It was a fact that tens of thousands of 

women stood along with their men folk in this struggle for land. 

A great percentage of agricultural labourers are women. They are in very large numbers, perhaps as many as the 

men themselves, because they too have to earn if they are to get even one meal for their children and 

themselves. They cannot rely on their men's earnings. As such it is not surprising that women participated in 

large numbers in all agricultural labour strikes, or in seizure of grain from landlord's and Deshmukh warehouses 

and gadis.  

In the Kondrapalli centre, and other neighboring centres in a large number of village, agricultural labourers went 

on strike for increase of their daily wages to four seers from the then existing 2 or 3 seers. In the demonstrations, 

women in large numbers participated with flags in their hands. Ultimately to force the landlords to come to a 

settlement, they had to raid and start seizing grain. The landlords were forced to concede the demands.
 

                                                           
6  A peasant hailed from Lamabada community, which is a nomadic tribe.  
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There were women who staying in their own villages, defended their homes, fought against the oppressors and 

the police and suffered immensely, but went on fighting. Many demanded to be taken into the guerrilla squads, 

to the forest area, maybe partly under the pressure of the enemy attacks as the only method of escape. The party 

admitted only a few women into the forest areas and even fewer in the guerrilla squads. Yet there were quite a 

number of women in various jobs, both in the political and militant fields in both the forest and plain regions. 

The village women folk aided the guerrilla squads in their raids. They provided the squad members with water 

and food while the battles raged for hours together. Women went in disguise to gather information about the 

military camps and passed it on to the squads. They also participated in battles with pots of chilly powder, kept 

vigil on the routes of the police and killed them. Hundred of such raids occurred all over Telangana. 

 

IV. Rape of Women and Women’s Fight Against it 

During the Nizam days, in 1946—1947, the Nizam police and levy officials raided the villages of Akunur and 

Machireddipalli in Jangoan taluk. More than dozen rural women, in Jangoan Taluk, brutally raped by Nizam’s 

police and levi officials.  Padmaja Naidu was in the forefront of that agitation against it and a huge wave of 

anger swept the whole country. 

But what the Indian army and special armed personnel that were sent to Telangana had done there in this respect 

was nothing less than what we read of what a foreign army of occupation does in an occupied country. But the 

whole Indian press controlled by the Congress Government and all those great defenders of women’s honour did 

not raise even a feeble word against this monstrous crime that had become the pastime of the Congress police 

and army during all those three years. 

Of the wide spread character of rape and atrocities on the women in Telangana had to undergo during that time, 

one can get just a glimpse, from even the few reports that reached our underground headquarters. But a glimpse 

of the heroic resistance and the light put up by women against this barbarity. 

 

V. Experiences of women activists and reality 

Telangana rebellions have definitely empowered women, sometimes knowingly and sometimes unknowingly. 

Although the Telangana struggle was called off without success, it has brought some qualitative changes in 

women and in their life. Despite unsuccessful struggle, women still have no guilty feeling for the struggle but 

they took pride on it. Somaka of Vimpati who participated in Telangana struggle says, in those days, could we 

sit and talk to you like this? Today we can do that. If we dressed up well, if we put kumkum they used to say, 

what does she think herself?.  For her, that sort of empowerment was gained by the struggle, although the entire 

problems were not solved. Another woman participant Kausila was also satisfied by the achieved things. She 

says, we didn’t know what was behind this wall. We could never go out. Now we go out and look to our 

agricultural works. 

Taking all these factors into consideration, we can conclude that women were sensitized and made aware about 

their role in the society. On the other hand, they are affected badly by the ongoing conflict. Women have 

become double victim due to the Telangana struggle. First, they are the direct victims of the security force as 

they are participants. relatives, wives, daughters and mothers of the rebels and they were continuously 

threatened, tortured, harassed in the name of inquiry as well as raped, killed in the name of inquiry. 

Dudala Salamma of Quila Shapur says, “I have made so many applications. Even to Indira Gandhi. But they 

didn’t send me the money. Where have the papers gone? Where have they thrown them? Two years before the 

Razakars, my husband passed away; my children were that small. I was there right from the time of the 

Razakars but not a pie have they sent me. Whoever promised to help, I gave them money. I have become this 

old and I tell you, I walk with a stick. Why did you all come this far? I know – there are so many [ of those who 

fought] in this district. Who got any money? There looted – looted it all. I had a cot with headboard, woven with 

cloth tape and a large bed on it. It was a nice, decent house. I fed the communists and they said, ‘you fed them, 

tell us where they are,’ and tortured me. They hung me up with ropes under my arms, sprinkled water on the 

ropes and put a spiked board full of nails under me. My feet were split into bits (crying). I was in bad shape. 

They tortured me so much” 

But when the movement was called off, the party had not fulfilled its promise by giving work to women. They 

themselves, who spent their whole active life in the movement, often felt suppressed when the party withdrew 

the struggle and asked the women to go back and marry. Women are mentally tortured by such an immature 

decision of party. Priyamvada who spent years in the struggle said that she often felt like committing suicide.  

Sugunamma’s observation is an example how they got frustrated after party’s order to women “go back and 

marry”. She says: They have used us so long and now they say go stay at home. How could they even 

understand what the situation was at home? What mental torture—I was really upset. That was my first taste of 

suffering. 

Kamalamma and Salamma are the examples of exploitation by the party where Kamalama, now, is begging in 

her village to feed her children and is carrying liquor and worked as a wage labor. They themselves are in doubt 

whether they got some achievements or not because, according to Pesara Sattemma, the struggle’s initial aim 
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was for land ownership and against the Vetti. Vetti was abolished but women were not successful in getting land 

on their own name. Women considered that situation as big blow and insult to them. Priyambada, another 

women participant in the struggle, explained struggle as failed action to address the agenda of women. She says, 

“after the parliamentary election and police action, these dreams were—smashed-crushed like an egg. What a 

blow it was, after the elections, do we know where we were? Like a proverbial rug lying exactly where it was 

through” ultimately, when the movement was ended, women neither got land, nor enjoyed other sort of 

settlement. The slogan ‘all sorts of emancipation’ remained a fantasy. 

Everyone who knows the situation of women after calling off the Telangana struggle feared and raised the 

question, that whether the present Maoist would movement worlds also go the same way as that of Telangana 

struggle. Hence, one of the prime reasons for failure of Telangana struggle was the absence of women 

participation at the decision making level  

 

VI. Conclusion 

After reading the narratives of the participants of the Telangana struggle, the research has concluded that radical 

agendas would be harmful for society, if the agendas were raised jusi to woo the people. It will not only be 

harmful to the organizer, but also to the individual or participants making them frustrated. Such frustration may 

possibly direct another revolt. The Telangana movement should be taken as a guide in which the CPI called off 

the movement in 1951 but the party was not able to control its’ activists to join another revolt. 

Communist women gave a new turn to the women's movement. For the first time peasants, workers, the 

downtrodden in the bustees in urban areas, the agricultural women, lower middle class women, side by side with 

lower middle-class intellectuals and activists all converged into a massive stream. The women's organizations 

became a big mass movement involving town and countryside. The old arranged marriages and sharp conflict in 

certain cases arising in the upper castes, where divorce and re-marriage were frowned upon and socially 

disapproved, posed certain problems before the Party, the Andhra Mahasabha and Panch Committees. In certain 

communities, divorces and re-marriages were allowed, but the new husband had to compensate the old one for 

the loss he had suffered. Cases of refusal of such compensation came before the Panch Committees and Party 

organizers. Further, in quite a number of cases the husbands demanded that their wives be restored to them, and 

were not satisfied with the customary compensation. 

The Party and the Panch Committees were guided by the principles of equality of men and women, their right to 

choose their own partners and their right to get a divorce and to re-marry, if in spite of the best efforts, 

reconciliation had not been possible. At the same time, communist party did not encourage license or anarchic 

sexual behaviour, even though we did not look at sex relations or lapses and mistakes from the ascetic angle or 

from the angle of sin. But before a decision was given, and implemented, it was necessary to explain to the 

persons concerned, as well as to the public, how the decision helped towards a cleaner and frank life. It 

contributed to a better development of the people’s movement and of social relations. The significance of the 

movement was the building of a movement which questioned the very basis of the society founded on 

exploitation, inequality and indignity. It demanded a socio-economic transformation of society. In the latter half 

of 20th century i.e in Telangana Armed Struggle one finds mass mobilization issues like kind, wages, working 

conditions were taken up. The Arms struggle had given an opportunity to rural women to participate but 

leadership was again in the hands of upper and middle case and class women.  

In the armed struggle women's participation was seen as emergency movement at the time of acute trouble or 

problem. Afterwards the women went behind the screen and were lull. This type of women’s movements creates 

an opportunity to women to lead and at the sometime its sustainability in very short. This has been very much 

prevent with the Telangana armed struggle. After the struggle women are asked to be in their own respective 

places i.e. family.  
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